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teacher Rocio Gutierrez for her cooperation and support. Laura Fischer de la Vega Jorge Espejo Silent1cap Yolo General Aspects of Marketing1 Knowing the History of Trade in Latin America.2 Defining the Concept of Marketing.3 Knowing the different directions of trade.4 Pointing to the goals and functions of marketing.5 Explaining the various variables of marketing.2 CHAPTER 1 General Aspects of Marketing1 Marketing History in Latin America Prior to the arrival of the Spaniards ,
America was populated by different peoples, in Mexico and the couple of Central America dominated Mixtec and the Peoples' Potting in Oaxaca; ytotonacas huastecos in Veracruz; olmecas, tolteks, teotihuacans and Aztecs, in the Central Highlands. It was these last cultures that formed one of the brightest cultures of the pre-Hispanic period. In 1325, the Aztecs founded the great town of Tenochtitlan, as it was co-mercialized through pochtecs or merchants who sold their products
Tianguis. Large squares where it is in the markets or tianguis, a term that continues to be used today. Tianguisreunited merchants for mos- they were large squares that gathered a large number of dealers who showed their goods to those bought- their goods to buyers, these tianguis were separated by different gyro; turns were organized. (Figure 1.1). Figure 1.1 Aztecs on the market through tianguis. Anthropologist Juak Sustel published in his book The Everyday Life of the Aztecs
1955, notes that before the conquest there were merchants who, sometimes or constantly, i.e. in tianguis, sold their goods such as vegetables, birds, fish, fabrics and trinkets; such traffickers do not form a certain class among the population. There were others, Pohthecas. The traders who held the pochtecas, who were traders who had a monopoly on foreign trade and had a monopoly on trading, were a privileged class, external. They were a privileged class. The leaders of these
organizations sent caravans to other regions to sell Mexican products (tissues, jewelry, kochinal tinctures, medicinal herbs, etc.); other territories also brought items that were considered quite luxurious: green jade, emeralds, sea snails, among others. Tintinim or tecoanime. Merchants Were merchants called chirtinim or tecoanime, who were responsible for the ven-selling of slaves, men, der slaves, men, women and boys for sacrifice to the gods, women and boys for sacrifice-ordinary
way of doing trade in Aztlan, a city that was at the heart of the gods. great lake, it was through chalupas or barges; commercialized product was fish, some seeds, legumes, fruits and flowers. The history of marketing in Latin America 3The Texcoco trade with Xochimilco, Cuitlauac, Chalco and other cities established on Lalagun, formed a large chain of commercial relationships, so there were more than 50,000 undifferentiated canoes. As there were no cargo beasts, the cargo was
transported in tow, exclamation people who did this work called tlamama or teme (fi- Tlamama or tlameme. The load was only about two on the mark (23 kg) and usually days in tow, there were five leagues (28 km), but sometimes they made the trips of another 300 leagues and the roads were very rough. The Incas, inhabitants of Peru, were the most industrious indigenous groups, originally a small and belligerent tribe that inhabited the southern highlands of the central mountain range
of the country. In 1100 AD they began to move towards the Kukko Valley, where for almost 300 years they carried out curses and imposed tributes on neighboring villages. Until the mid-15th century, the Incas did not carry out any major expansions or political consolidation. Goods were transported from one end of the empire to the other; funerals in one region traded products in their area for those of another. The state was able to mobilize goods on the roads and distribute them among
the populations; but a kind of private trade was allowed anyway. Since the Incas did not use coins, they practiced Bolivia, before the conquest, emphasizes the culture of Tiavanaku and the culture of Ai-mara, which more intensively developed the livestock of camelid. It is con-saidra that signals the beginning of the Bolivian historical period. During his empire, the territory was divided into an organization called the Nation; a total of at least seven Aymara-speaking structures have been
established that have shaped complex corporate and class structures. They also created a production system related to the exchange of goods. The Incas also conquered Bolivia by imposing their bartering systems. Figure 1.2 Tlamama or tlameme. Timokuika is the most advanced indigenous group in the Venezuelan te-rritorio and has been linked to the Chichi culture in Ang. They were located in the present states of Merida and Trujillo, where they built stone and mud villages. They
developed irrigated agriculture on terraces built in mountainous areas, where they furnished potatoes, cocoa, corn, tobacco and chili. They were also great potters and textiles. They traded with other indigenous Venezuelan communities, exchanging handmade by-products and fruits, such as cotton and salt. According to some studies, both Aravako and Timokuika and the Caribbean practiced barter and apparently they were not warriors because they did not carry out large clashes, if
they had them, they would have disappeared. However, they conquered other small tribes that began to depend on them, especially in the language field. In what is now Colombia, there were three linguistic families before the arrival of the Spaniards: Arawak, the Caribbean and Chibcha. The last two groups stand out: Tyrones and Muisks. The most important group on the Atlantic coast, and probably the highest technological development in the country, was Tyrone. Trade between
these tribes, which had abundant products in some places, made it necessary to establish fairs or markets in order to facilitate exchange. There were public markets in such important places as Kakata, Sipaquere, Tunya and Turmeke; it's done every four days. This exchange suggests that there was a surplus between the muisks achieved by technological development and the consequences of this work, which was partly intended for tax purposes or as a reserve for periods of crisis; the
other part was used for barter with other indigenous groups. Muiscas used gold discs, a kind of currency of various sizes, weights and shapes, allowing us to say that they did not use it as such, but as a form of gold preservation.4 Chapter 1 Common Aspects of Marketing Upon the arrival of the Spaniards and with the advent of the trade colony evolved into three important stages: The first stage was from 1521/1524 to 1810 covering de-conquest to independence, at this point Spain's
trade monopoly in America is almost completely destroyed). This period was characterized by the exploitation of metals, mainly silver, which were exported to Europe. But the most important advantages - these were not for Spain, but for England, Holland, France, Ita-Lyi and Germany, through trade, piracy and smuggling, developed mainly in the eighteenth century. The second phase covers the period from 1810 to 1880 (in which modern economic im-perialism begins). During this
period, the benefits of trade went to England. The third phase covers from 1880 to the present day, where the benefits of figure 1.3 from conquest, the substitute trading markets were mainly for the United States of America, rum in Tianguis. After the conquest, the customs and beliefs of the Spaniards were common, which ended with a series of rites and holidays of indigenous peoples; instead of the tiang, buildings specially designed to serve markets (Figure 1.3) were replaced. Another
option was to arrange the goods, they were no longer distributed on the ground, and on tables, tables and benches, especially built for their placement. Thus, trade at this time intensified as markets were built with a greater advantage for the consumer public, for example, having a more even distribution, which allowed for greater comfort. Urban planning at the time caused a phenomenon in trade, which today remains vigilant and consisted of buildings in the city center, which housed the
powers of the city, military and religious, this caused a large influx of people, which was very attractive to traders who took advantage of the surrounding areas to find large retail space. At this time also begins the custom of the population to go to the city center to meet their shopping needs, so they focused on this site of prestigious commercial homes as the city grew, creating urban zoo-us in the suburbs were installed the first supermarkets and then self-service stores where customers
found all the products needed in one place. These self-service stores were formed in networks that still continue to operate in the country, department stores have started to open branches in residential colonies and built shopping malls, leaving important warehouses such as anchor shops next to specialty stores of clothing, shoes, toys, food, etc. imitating existing ensirven for purchases spend the rest of the days. United States of America, where consumers find all kinds of products,
services (banks, airlines, travel agencies, etc.), sabotage (cinemas, video games and cafes, among others); these places are now a daily walk many people not only for shopping, but to spend the rest of the days (Figure 1.4). We are beginning to develop e-commerce or online sales, although stillLiverpool: www.liverpool.com.mx a little suspicious of this environment, every day we use it more to inform us about Falabella: www.falabella.cl existing products; many department stores have
their sales online, such as: Ripley: www.ripley.cl, Falabella, Ripley, Excelsior Gama, Carrefour, etc. There are also vir-Excelsior Gama stores: www.excelsiorga-tuales, where the consumer can purchase products and they are brought to their domi-ma.com lashes, in addition there are many other retail systems that will be discussed inCarrefour: www.carrefour.com.ar later chapters. Definition of Marketing 5 Although the commercialization of products is dabbed in modern methods, today
they continue to function and with great success places of sale as old as tianguis or market overruedas; people continue to visit the city center to look for products and public markets continue to have great success. Definition of Marketing 2 Can say that no definition perfectly represents the concept of marketing. This, like most developing activities, has been defined and will continue to be determined in many ways. Over the years, different definitions of marketing have emerged. Some
start with the concept of exchanging goods and services, so it's Exchange. Temporary consent to understand the concept of exchange as consent between two persons to receive The Osonas good for receiving one benefit or service in exchange for another, that the other may be money, although the service in exchange for another, may be exchange between products that are considered equal value. Marketing is defined as the process of planning, executing and con-ploting prices,
promoting and distributing ideas, products and marketing conditions. The process of planning the creation of exchanges that meet individual and organizational goals. In addition to tion, execution and conceptualization this definition is another that is provided by various theorists such as price sampling, promotion and distribution of Table 1.1. ideas, goods and terms. Table 1.1 Marketing DefinitionEuis E. Boone and David L. Kurtz It is to develop an effective distribution of snacks and
services in certain sectors of the public consu-William Stanton midor. Philip Kotler's Global Business System, designed for Pla- prices, promotion and distribution of goods and services that meet the wishes of current and potential customers. It offers a definition that has its origins in the logic of human nature and behavior: marketing is that human activity is aimed at meeting needs, disadvantages and desires through exchange processes. While these definitions can be adopted by both
theorists and practitioners, they are all limited to one or more of the following: first, most definitions indicate that marketing represents the American Marketing Association: mercantile operations; however, this can also be done in non-profit organizations. Se- www.marketingpower.comgundo, one definition implies that marketing begins after pro-channels or services have occurred when in fact their activities begin before productive activities. Third, marketing applies not only to products
and services, but also to ideas, concepts of facts and even to people of the same thing; it is also limited in search of poor consumer needs and desires. It is important to add opportunities because consumers through marketing generated prospects and they need to be satisfied, so that the product actually meets the purpose for which it was created. The starting point of marketing discipline is the definition of hu-hands needs and desires. People need water, air, clothing, shelter to survive,
meaning we have basic needs, but we also need rest, safety, transportation, education (essential average) and we also require other kinds of needs such as self-fulfillment, status, prestige, etc. Marketing offers products and services that meet all these group needs; For example, a person when buying a luxury car not only fills their need for transportation, but 6 Chapter 1 Common aspects of marketing also covers the need for safety, comfort and status; someone else would buy a self-
compac-to and satisfy, apart from the need for transportation, economy, easy to settle and others. If we analyze every product or service that exists on the market, we see that for some people they cover a number of primary and secondary needs, and that for others it fills needs different, hence the importance of the starting point of marketing is to know the needs, desires and expectations of consumers. Although the technology has now surpassed these three aspects, since many of the
products that are currently on the market were created and then adopted to the consumer, the latter will not imagine even remotely that is currently available via internet telephony, And so on. This technology surpasses everything that the consumer expects. Marketing: Philosophy If you accept the definition of marketing highlighted in Table 1.1, then you will also share with us the appreciation that at an accelerated pace marketing has become an organizational philosophy. Every day,
managers are becoming more and more re-organized by marketing and promoting important efforts to implement it in every corner of the organization. Table 1.1 Marketing is everything, and all marketing 'It will seem like a joke, but for its simplicity, it is perhaps consumers buying it on a regular basis is the measure-most complete definition. That's what Professor Re-Cadotecnia is called. When we say everything we mean see-gis McKenna one of his most outstanding articles,
daderamente all, that is, we think about finances, but we sing to complete the phrase aggression of production, administrative services, computer science, gando: all marketing; then the definition of human resources and so on. Note that in any complete it looks like this: marketing is everything and the all-time prospect becomes a customer for marketing. always, simply and simply thanks to any of the supports that the rest of the functions organize-Everything you do to promote your
business to provide marketing.cio, from the moment satisfactory conceived to th Regis McKenna, Marketing is everything, Harvard Business Review, January-February 1991, page 10.Evolution Marketing Different time when marketing is practiced throughout its history, as well as various activities that organizations have conducted all the times to define definitions Orientation and specific generations in their evolution, among which are the following: Mass MarketingIn Mexico, this kind of
marketing is typical for decades of the forties and fifty twentieth century. This is called massive because while commercial efforts were directed at the entire population without distinction, an important feature is that with this kind of marketing appear and headquartersarroll the media. The marketing segment of the nineteen-sixties of the twentieth century was a change, some crucial living conditions that humanity enjoys today and of course Mexico has not stayed out of this situation. An
example is the women's liberation movement of those years, the struggle of young women of that time for re-knowledge of their own identity. Today we know that women represent one of the most profitable segments of the market, but like them, many other market groups have shown themselves and the 7-market association of the company was designed to implement activities specifically designed for selected market segments. Niche MarketingIt's typical marketing The 1980s. In
Mexico, the first part of this decade is characterized by a financial crisis, so until the late 1980s that organizations are reluctant with marketing to discover that sales are growing, but markets do not, the reason: segments are still subdivided. Then came the concept of the market: customers wishing to marry their supplier organizations as long as they are ready to fully meet them in their increasingly specific expectations. Personalized MarketingIt marketing is typical of the nineties of the
twentieth century. This appears to have been made possible by important technological advances in database management. Information in databases is no more than many details of consumer purchasing behavior. In Mexico, organizations such as Bancomer, Costco, Sams or Vips make significant annual investments in databases to use this information as the basis for their market technology and strategies. Global marketing of globalization. The real possibility of producing, selling,
buying and investingIn the mid-1990s until now the boundaries have been broken and where it is most convenient has become globalized, globalization's understanding of the real opportunity to do so, production, sale, buying and investing in a particular place in the world where it is most convenient to do, regardless of the region or local country. The goal. Global popular culture by consuming products and services Globe marketing adapted to the local food life. Globalization and
localization are often conceived as opposite terms; closely related through a process known as gloca-lization. This means that customers are now fully involved in global popular culture, consuming global products and services but adapted to local daily life (table 1.2). Table 1.2 Marketing 21st Century The Emotional question: what is the next market - what do you want your suppliers to practice? You yourself baptize it, for this purpose take when you browse the purchase.You realize that
in years to come your purchases on the Internet will allow servers to accumulate so much infor-In addition, social networks are used to give love that you can access it yourself to know the products; Marketing will be carried out to develop marketing activities and strategies more directly through them. Company 3 Orientations There are several areas in marketing that we will develop below: Focus on Production Focus on Manufacturing. Administrative orientation, which focuses
production orientation, is an administrative orientation that focuses objective goals organizational and commercial domestic, in particular, in the direction of domestic production capacity, especially. This orientation, characteristic of the 1950s in Mexico and to production potential.8 Chapter 1 Common aspects of marketing certainly coincide with mass marketing. During this time the concern of the orga-niceciones was limited to producing since the demand exceeded the offer. The premise
about theconsumers are: They just want the product to be available. It's good to know competing brands (there aren't many of them). They see no difference other than the price in the same product category. For a manufacturing-oriented organization, the best strategy is, of course, to maintain production growth and reduce costs. We emphasize the word there, because although you do not believe, there are still organizations that practice this type of orientation, examples of all those
public and private organizations that operate in a monopoly environment. Organizations with this type of leadership can survive, but not in the long term because they focus solely on what they can produce and are not vigilant to change the market, this will lead to their stayobsoletas in a short time. Product Orientation orientation to the product. In the orientation of the product, administrators say that they know exactly what administrators know, so immediately and without further question,
that the customer is instructed to produce it, is given exactly. Also, in the middle of the 21st century there are still organizations at anchor, so they produce it at this stage or orientation, an example is the banks. The premises are con-immediate and are not questioned. The sinks are as follows: They buy more product than solutions for their needs. For a product-oriented organization, the best strategy is to work around quality as a key factor in attracting and maintaining customers. As in
the previous case, orga-nicetions with this type of orientation can survive, but only a short time, as soon sales will stop, as the consumer will look for other organizations willing to manage the same with an orientation that offers the best satisfactory. Targeting salestosociatively on sales. Measuring the type of administrative guidance, called sales orientation, is displayed as urgent, which is used in urgent measures when sales stop, because they are anchored in the orientation of sales
that are stopped because they are fixed - it does not produce results. It is a measure that at the time was effective, perhaps in Ladas in that does not give the 1960s, when residential areas began to developresult. Mexico City. The premise of this consumer orientation: They are reluctant to buy products that are needed... For a sales-oriented organization, the best strategy is to create a large sales department. Such organizations tend to use this orientation Of the company's 9corto term,
an example we can see in sales groups that insist that we buy holiday companies on Mexican beaches. Today it is very painful for day-to-day makers, sellers and even the prospect of keeping organizations working for a long time targeting sales. Consumer orientation Consumer attitude. It argues that the key objective of the consumer orientation organization is the administrative orientation, which argues that the task is to identify the needs, the key of the organization is to determine the



needs, desires and values of the desire and value of the target market market in order to adapt the organization to the supply of satisfaction that meta.se desire, more effectively and appropriately than its competitors. Commercial premises on which consumer orientation or concept of goods is based: Consumers can be grouped into segments and/or niches, Figure 1.5 Hotels, restaurants and airlines depend on their needs and demographics, in any way shown that the best strategy
begins with the need of a moment of product change that best covers their customer needs. determine what products and services an organization should produce . . . The organization understands that its mission is to meet a certain set of needs and expectations of this group of clients. The organization recognizes that all the activities of the company that stores to influence customers should be placed under comprehensive marketing control . . . The organization knows that by fully
satisfying its customers, it will earn its loyalty, preferences and good opinion, the things that are needed today to achieve the needs of the organization. Today, at birth, each organization sets in its birth certificate a focus on the consu-midor, unfortunately, although all only great do it. Examples of excellent organizations can be found in all industries, but are especially highlighted in indus-tria services such as hotels, restaurants and airlines. These organizations have evaluated us that to
maintain consumer orientation, the best strategy starts with the needs of real and potential customers (Figure 1.5), for whom a coordinated product and program plan must be implemented to meet such needs, desires and expectations, and that profits come from customer satisfaction (table 1.3). Table 1.3 Third generation consumer-focused marketing organizations can be used by organizations that continue to sell their stake for three-level categorization. signs such as satisfactory
psychological or subjective needs such as affiliation. In the third year- In the first generation there will be organizations that today eat-tions that continue to sell their brands as reasons for life, brands simply as a set of attributes and benefits. The second generation included Chapter 1 Of the General Aspects of Marketing Orientation on the Environment and Social Responsibility Orientation to the Environment and Focus on the Environment and Social Responsibility is a modern
orientation of social responsibility. An organization where the organization recognizes that it has different types of customers, that is, others recognize that it has a different audience, that as consumers, and also have expectations about the orga-types of customers with expectations nizaci'n, this is in the case of shareholders, employees, government, bankers, company losses. intermediaries, the media, competitors and society at large. Therefore, environmentally oriented organizations
do not seek to absolutely meet the wishes and needs of their consumers, as this can often be detrimental to the health or environment around us. The retail spaces on which the environment is based are: organizations have several categories of customers. Currently organizations have a social responsibility, they seek to ensure that the products they offer to preserve or improve the long-term interests of society, there is a constant search for better packaging, processed products, more
honest communication, etc. thus, the best strategy for environmentally oriented organizations seems to be targeted programs to meet the expectations of all their customers. Focus on the environment and it is also a way of thinking or a philosophy of direction that covers all the activities of the organization. When adopting, not only does marketing activities affect, but all the elements or departments that are members of the organization suffer. Competition Orientation to competition. The
focus on competition has developed in recent years to make administrative guidance designed in the face of the expectations of one of the customers or audiences with the highest expectations unsatisfied in recent years to make dates: competition. The central prerequisites for this orientation are: in the face of competitive expectations. To succeed today, the organization must focus on a competitor. Competitors can be direct or indirect. To win a customer someone has to lose it and it's
competition. The best strategy organizations that put one eye on the customer and the other in the competition have plans and programs that put competitors out of the fight while maintaining customer loyalty. Currently this concept can vary, since if the market is very competitive it is ne-cesario to look for new markets that have not been used, since continue to deal in the same area as competition, and one is not a leader, over time it will always be hurt, it is necessary to look for new
market approaches. Employee Orientation orientation to the employee. Employee orientation is a new administrative orientation, which is that the main objective of an organization is to make the market of its organization largely satisfied with this task; however, so this can happen and customers are ready to return to their target market. two key components are needed: (a) employee satisfaction and b) shareholder satisfaction. Commercial premises on which the employee's prayer rests:
Mission, goals, ethics and marketing goals 11 - High customer satisfaction is achieved only when the employees who serve them are very satisfied. When customers and employees are very happy with the business relationship, as well as shareholders. Satisfied shareholders will always be willing to invest more in the infrastructure for service, allowing employees to develop better, offering the best product and service to their customers, who will undoubtedly want to replicate the trading
experience, thus forming a virtuous and profitable circle for all. Marketing: science, technology or art? Marketing has a lot of science, it is a reality that in practice there is a scientific method: observation, hypothesis creation, experimentation, validation or de-approval of hypotheses and formulations of conclusions that are in short-term work is very good as immutable laws. However, for many, marketing is more than a technique like suejercicio is more effective and effective if you follow
the steps already successfully tested, so that ela-boration of television advertising or conducting market research come to a happy end if the established guidance is performed. But there is a third group that believes that marketing has more art than science and technology because they argue that selling is an art that television advertising needs to be creative to sell. As it seems that everyone is right, if you aspire to become the main marketer of the league, you better start mastering the
science, technology and art of marketing. Mission, Goals, Ethics and Marketing Goals 4Daled we will look at each of these aspects of marketing: MissionThe marketing mission is to seek a meeting the needs of a de-marketing mission. Sa-seos and consumer expectations through a group of coordinated activities to edict out needs, desires and that, at the same time, allows the organization to achieve its goals. Customer satisfaction Is the most important thing to achieve this, the
organization must investigate which through a group of activities are the needs, desires and expectations of the customer in order to create a truly satisfied.factors. There is talk of needs, desires and expectations, since many times you canteer the need and desire to have a product that satisfies it, it is important to take into account the expectation that each person is forged about the product that will receive, means of communication, advertising, the environment in which people
develop and inhabit , if it is very high, indie-videoo, usually disappointed with the result, and if, conversely, the expectation of the product is less important when purchasing it. For example, many times we are too promo-taught restaurant say it is fine and when we attended it we arrive with very high expeditions and at the end of the visit we realize that it does not fit them; another example is when we are told that the film is bad, and when we see that it doesn't seem so much to us, so
organizations need to express clearly, in addition to the needs and desires, that the product they market, the expectations they generate in it through marketing efforts, these applications must be fully implemented for marketing to achieve their main goal. An objective marketing goal. To meet the needs, desires and marketing goal is to meet the needs, desires and expectations of expectations seeking to gain market and generate wealth. The simple approach of getting a market and
creating wealth.12 Chapter 1 Common Aspects of Marketingthe Marketing Goals has forced many people to express their discomfort at how many marketers strive to achieve them. The harshest criticism was in the sense that in order to achieve its goals marketing creates needs or manipulates prospects to turn them into customers. EthicsOut to fully meet the needs expressed by consumers may include marketing products that may be harmful in the long run. Much of society today
sharply criticizes the marketing of products such as cigars, alcoholic beverages, light foods and so many processed foods that use dangerous chemicals, flavors, colors or preservatives if consumed for a long time. It is a reality that the behavior of socially responsible reports the best results in the market go, a good example is the case of Berol in Mexico, heavily criticized a few years ago conte-nest lead in pencils, but it immediately responded to the demands of society adjusted its
production and commercial processes. However, in order to fulfill his social responsibilities, many times a marketer must first resolve conflicts of interest within the organization, as each person is unique and perceives values and social principles differently. At the dawn of the 21st century, benchmarking for many is a sensible way to study the products of the competition to give it an advantage, while for others it is still vulgar espionage, always criticized for the obvious fals of creativity and
ethics in the organization that practices it. But the decision in the marketer is complicated not only by differences in perception of values individually, but also by the qualifications that the same organization as a whole gives to social values and the specific circumstances that the organization passes in motion decision. In short, the decision responsible for the marketer will be determined by his values, the values of his employees, the values of the organization and the specific
circumstances of the moment. Easy. In situations of conflict of interest, marketers are often guided by three hands: (a) with an invisible hand: if it is unethical, let someone come - an invisible hand - and tell me how normal it is; b) the hand of the government: if it is unethical, then let the power come - the hand of the government - and tell me how normal it is to do that is not prohibited permissible; c) The hand of a socially responsible marketer: if it is not considered ethical, we change it or
stop it. American Marketing Association: So everyone in the organization has a clear idea of what it is and doesn't sewww.marketingpower.com recommends the development of codes of ethics; Table 1.4 shows the American Marketing Association (AMA) proposal. Table 1.4 The Code of Ethics of the American Marketing Association of WADA members are committed to professional ethical conduct. They come together to write the current code of ethics containing the following themes:
The responsibilities of marketer Mercaderologists must take responsibility for the consequences of their actions, and do everything to ensure that their decisions, recommendations and actions are aimed at identifying, serving and satisfying all relevant audiences: consumers, organizations and society. Professional behavior of marketers should be guided: - The basic rule of professional ethics: to know that does not harm. Compliance with all established laws and regulations. The correct
representation of your education, training and experience. Careful support, practice and promotion of this code of ethics. Honesty and fairness. (continued) Mission, Purpose, Ethics and Marketing Goals 13 Table 1.4 American Marketing Association Code of Ethics (continued) Marketers must uphold and enrich the integrity, honor and dignity of the marketing profession: - Be honest in serving consumers, customers, employees, suppliers, intermediaries and the public. Notify parties
involved in a conflict of interest. Setting fair prices for market services. Rights and responsibilities when exchanging marketing services. Participants must indicate that: - The products and services offered are safe and consistent with the services offered. The announcement of the products and services offered is not misleading. The parties seek to faithfully fulfill their obligations, financial and other. There are fair adjustment methods and/or remedies for procurement complaints. The
foregoing is understood as including, without limitation, the following marketing responsibilities: In product, development and administration: - Identify any risk associated with the use of a product or service. Identify any component that can significantly change the product or affect the consumer's purchasing decision. Identify value-added attributes. In the area of promotions: Avoid false and misleading advertising. Reject misleading manipulations or sales tactics. - Avoid fraudulent or
manipulative promotions. In the distribution area: Do not manipulate the availability of the product. Don't use coertion in the distribution channel. Do not put pressure on the decision of the intermediary to put the product on the market. In the price zone: do not provoke price wars. Don't set predatory prices. - Avoid setting maximum prices any purchase. In market research: Don't use market research to promote product sales. Maintain the integrity of the investigation by avoiding data
omissions. Fair treatment of customers and suppliers. Mercadologists' organizational relationships need to be aware of how their behavior may affect or affect other people's behavior in organizational relationships. Thus: They should not sue, pressure or apply coertion to obtain unethical behavior from others such as employees, suppliers or customers. They must maintain confidentiality and anonymity regarding internal information. Must meet the obligations and obligations signed in the
contracts on time. They should avoid the responsibilities of others, both in general and in part, and present these tasks as their own or in their own interests without the consent or compensation of the original controller. Avoid manipulations to take advantage of benefits that maximize personal gain and unfairly demerits or harm others. (continued)14 Chapter 1 General Aspects of Marketing Table 1.4 Code of Ethics of the American Marketing Association (continued) Membership of an
AMA member who is surprised by the violation of any of the provisions of this code may be suspended or revoked. In the field of the Internet: The Internet, including computer communications, has become a very important element in the activities of the marketer, as it allows to exchange and access to world markets. The WADA Code of Ethics for the Internet provides additional guidance and directions for ethical responsibility. The overall responsibilities of Internet marketers are to
assess the risk and responsibility for the consequences of their activities. Professional behavior of internet marketers should be guided by: - Support of professional ethics to prevent harm, protect privacy, property and access. Stick to all applicable laws and regulations, avoiding the illegal use of the Internet by email, phone, fax or any other means. Awareness of changes in internet marketing rules. Effective communication with members about the risks and policies associated with the
use of the Internet. The organizational commitment to online practice is communicated to employees, consumers and action. The confidentiality of information collected from consumers should be confidential and used only for purposes expressed. All data, especially sensitive data, must be protected from unauthorized use. The wishes expressed by those who provide the data must be respected, especially with regard to unwanted or requested emails. Information from online resources
documented and legalized. The property of the institution must be protected and respected. Marketers must respect the legitimate ownership of information as well as the systems that manage such information. Access merchants should consider access to accounts, passwords and any other information as confidential and study or disclose it only after the permission of a responsible or nonfree party. Access to information systems should be respected in terms of data, advertising and
communications. Other specialized areas of ethical marketing codes, such as advertising and marketing research, have also been developed. Chapter 6 of this work was devoted to althema market research and the 11th advertising, in each of them you will find specific kodi-go ethics to which the partners of the Mexican Association of Market Research agencies and public opinion agencies, A.K. (AMAI) are affiliated. Marketing goal. Creating Metallegar products for consumers, in
addition to updating them from organizations know that the goal of marketing is not only to combine their desires and pre-treat products to consumers, but also to continue to adapt them and solutions. that makes them modern, in line with changes in consumer desires and preferences. The Importance of Marketing 15 Marketing is tasked with regulating the demand for products for this marketing transformation. Mo-forma can the organization achieve its goals. Demand largely depends on
the negative image of the marketing plan or the type of marketing strategy that needs to be applied: the product to be positive. If there is a negative demand, that is, if people have opinions against the marketing incentive. Creating a product and its advantages, you should use conversion marketing that the consumer desire to change the negative image of the product to a positive. Product. Where there is no demand, when the consumer does not require any marketing for promotion.
Look for products (e.g. yogurt, cigarettes, naturist products) so that May products suitable for the needs of existing products on the market, not always in demand, the consumer's task and encourages its marketing, creating the consumer's desire for the product, its demand. it's called marketing stimulus. Remarketing. Animating de-if we find hidden demand (when people want or need to reduce the product. sity something but have not found the right product to satisfy it), marketing to use
will be marketing promotion that tries to look for synchronized marketing. The changes that meet these needs and Demand for example, it con-gularizes demand so that soft drinkers who do not want to fatten, have a hidden need but cannot plan to meet it. Thus, the production of dietary soft drinks will stimulate demand. cuddly their production volumes. When we have a decrease in demand, it is necessary to revive it. When consumers lose interest in an existing product on the market,
orga- Maintenance Marketing. nization should perform remarket stimulation again the need to maintain demand when the product, for example, toys such as yo-yo, hula-hula, marble and clothing of others is full. eras that are revitalized by market efforts. Demarketing. This limits de-- If the problem is to disrupt demand, what makes the organization does not send when it is excessive and can properly plan its production volumes and/or sales, is necessary- there are not enough goods to
Sario to prepare a synchronized marketing program, thereby achieving satisfaction. regularity of consumer purchases. Countermarket. Destroy When we have a full requirement, it is necessary to maintain it, so the task requires. It will only be maintenance marketing. If we have an excessive demand and we do not have enough goods to meet it, the organization will limit this demand or reduce it as part of a demarketing program. Marketing is also responsible for eliminating demand
through counter-market programs, creating campaigns to prevent drug use, alco-hol, smoking, etc. (Figure 1.6). To achieve short-term and long-term goals and needs, all of the organization's internal activities must be coordinated. Manufacturing, finance, accounting, personnel, etc., departments must work in conjunction with the marketing area through marketing. Lack of coordination at the executive level could reduce consumer satisfaction and even provoke a strong, non-zealous
response from the consumer, resulting in lower profits from organization. The importance of marketingHoy per day, most countries, regardless of their stage of development- Figure 1.6 Some marketing campaigns seek economic development or their various political ideologies, recognize them-avoiding the consumption of certain products. It is important that organizations remember each country; Figure 1.7 presents the general aspects of international markets.16 Chapter 1 General
Marketing Aspects MERCADOTECNIAProduct Price Plaza PromotionArticle Promotion Advertising Sales Area Brand Wholesale Consumer Storage Retail Packaging Retail Stocks Retail Land Drawing 1.7 Market Variable Transport Commissioners. Marketing activities directly contribute to the sale of the organization's products. At the same time, they not only help it to sell its already known products, but also create opportunities for innovation in them. This allows for more complete
customer service, while providing greater benefits to the organization. They help ensure not only the survival of private business, but also the well-being and survival of the entire economy. Lack of profit makes it difficult to acquire raw materials, hire new employees, attract more capital and, as a result, produce more products that meet other needs. While economic growth has brought with other challenges, it provides a high economic level and an opportunity to develop an acceptable
lifestyle. Today, marketing is important in the allocation of resources, both energy and food, because it meets the needs of society. In times of crisis, as in Mexico for decades, market management should worry about how to sell their stocks. An industry facing a shortage will not find the marketing problem easier. Even if some executives have an idea of: why spend money on marketing, if we can sell everything we produce, for most organizations, the real problem is selling products
rather than producing them; however, some organizations still do not understand this principle very well. Organizations face serious challenges. Competition between organizations is intense in both domestic and imported products, organizations need to be vigilant in adapting their marketing programs to changes around the world. The most important issues presented in Mexican organizations are: High costs, which make it more difficult to implement marketing programs. Lack of
resources to develop new products. Reducing purchasing power, which leads to a decrease in the real sales and profits of the organization. High unemployment. Low-skilled industrial labour force. Marketing operates the 17th highest percentage of people living in extreme poverty. Marketing is in complete evolution; this new current that has helped organizations survive in the market. But marketing isn't just for it is also socially applied, as evidenced by the fact that the Government is
increasingly using it for social and political purposes (Figure 1.8). We are all in daily contact with every aspect of marketing: advertising, sales, promotion, distribution, etc. but none of these activities alone is marketing. Only when they are all interconnected will you reach what is called marketing. The seven functions together provide a systematic process of lamarketingtechnics (Figure 1.9): (1) for the manufacturer needs to know the con-sinks and their needs before (2) developing the
product and (3) assigning a price to it. (4) Distribution follows product development, as it is not possible to move the article before it exists. (5) The action should follow the distribution, because if not, then demand will be created when it is not yet available for the product. (6) Sale forces consumers to exercise in-terchange and after the sale provides (7) their satisfaction. As you can see, the function of Figure 1.8 The government uses marketing for social políticos.de and marketing has
consistency. It should be noted that the success of marketing requires proper management of these Manufacturersiete functions through planning, organization, integration, direction and control, i.e. marketing administration (a topic to be discussed in the next port); For now, let's look at the marketing features. (1) Consumer KnowledgeTechoical Function (2) Product Development (3) Price Distribution Marketing has various features that we will explore below: (4) Distribution (5)
PromotionInvestment Market (6) SaleThe Market Research involves conducting research to obtain information that allows the practice of marketing, for example, knowing who consumers or potential customers are; determine their characteristics: what they do, where they buy, why, where they are, what their income, age, behavior, etc. Promotion (P) (7) Customer Satisfaction Advertising (P) is to make the product known to the consumer. Figure 1.9 The systematic process of the
customer should be persuaded to purchase products that meet their needs. Products mercadotecnia.no are promoted only through the media, including through brochures, gifts and samples, among others. Market research strategies need to be combined. Inves-promotion to achieve goals, including promotion of sales, advertising, tigation, which receives informationThe public relations, etc. to facilitate marketing practices. Product Promotion (P). It discloses products to the consumer
that this aspect relates to the design of the product that will meet the needs of the group convinces you to purchase the products for which it was created. It is very important to give the product the appropriate name and name that meets your needs. Packaging that, in addition to protecting it, sets it apart from others.18 Chapter 1 Common Aspects marketingSym.It needs to assign it a price that is fair to the needs of both the organization and the marketer. Sale. All activities that Venta
generate impulse purchases from customers. Any activity, generating the last impulse to the stock exchange, is called a sale. This phase takes effect in the efforts of previous events. Distribution or square. Exchanges, which occur between wholesalers and deta- Distribution or place (P) llistas so that the product goes from producer to consumer. In distribution or square, it is necessary to lay the foundation for the product to reach the consumer from the manufacturer; these exchanges
occur between wholesalers and retailers. It is important to manage materials, transportation, storage, all this in order to have the best product at the best price, in the best place and in the shortest possible time. Aftermarket. An activity that satisfies post-Salesnecesities through the pro-duct. We call an after-sale activity that delivers needs through the product. It is important not to sell once, but to stay in the market (at the moment the market is re-analyzed for feedback purposes).5
Marketing mixWhen decisions made about seven marketing functions, managers are influenced by many variables. Some of them are manageable, but others are outside their conrow sphere, so they must be taken into account and manipulated when managing marketing functions. Although managed variables cover seven marketing functions, there are four core activity classes that have the greatest impact on the set of values that a marketing professional makes up. These four factors
are usually cited as 4P: product, price, location and promotion. In marketing, all 4 Ps are also known as Marketing Mix. The offer is a combination of marketing, and it is nothing but a complete offer that the complete organization that offers orga-offers to its consumers: the product with its price, its place and its promotion. Today it is common practice in all kinds of organizations to raise their efforts de-4 P: a product with its marketing around 4 P, we can assure you that this is a great
paradigm, place and promotion. Marketing. Thus, the main responsibility of the marketer is to achieve and maintain the marketing mix that provides the market than those offered by competitors. In addition, an organization's financial results are based on how powerful its marketing mix is. The marketing mix, in turn, has a submix (Figure 1.7). Finally, we will say that laclave to develop the best marketing combination is to know the expectations that people get a particular product. New
marketingIn recent years, marketing professionals have proposed new commercial models, for many of them there is no well-structured theory, but this is not an obstacle to assessing the possibility of its application in any other type of organization. The new marketing 19Model of 9 PThe 9 P model is one of the most landed models, is the one that offers a new model 9 P. Offers a commercial mix with 9 P. Two Ps is actually a public relations division: a commercial combination with 9 P:
public relations with the authorities or politics and b) public relations, public relations, public relations or public relations. This new model emerges from the commercial globalization of cas, 4 P, people, process and the physicality of the world. Marketing gurus say that today, to succeed evidence.commercial in any country in the world must start by adopting a policy with self-service host country, the next step is to make public relations (public relations) with the rest of the audience
(population) affected in the host country, and finally the third step is to implement the 4P strategy created in the country of origin. 7 P is people, all people involved in business: consumers, suppliers, employees; While 8 P refers to the process: actions and mechanisms that cause the pro-pipeline and/or service to reach the end consumer; Finally, 9P is physical evidence by focusing on the environment in which the product or service is marketed. Model 3 C Model 3 C. It includes Con-
sumidor, competition and there are another group of gurus who believe that to understand the efforts of the company, the marketing that the organization implements is necessary to include the consumer, competition and the company (here they relate to the organization and its resources). Although this offer has nothing new, because it has been the case with the technia market for several decades, it is appropriate to remember that it is always with 3 Cpresentes in the updated model.
Guerrilla MarketingSejohas understands that marketing opportunities in the family business (market - guerrilla marketing. Merca-tecnia guerrillera), micro, small and medium- are very different from battleships dedicated to market companies such as Cemex, Bimbo or Grupo Modelo. Besides, we all know that relatives, small and medium, in more than 90% of the business sector consists of companies from the first group mentioned, so micro and small companies must fight against
different weapons, with fast strategies and strive to focus very well on their goals; You start practicing change, telemarketing, steering wheel, personal marketing, etc. more efficiently. Electronic marketing The ready progress of the internet could not avoid marketing, today it is not only involved that gradually took control of the Internet. So it is not surprising that there are already serious and well structured apartments for internet marketing practices. The basics and strategies of successful
internet marketing can be found in chapter 16 of this text. Strategies for the blue oceans. De-Jar's destructive competition betweenStegies for blue ocean companies to be a winner, broaden horizons and generate value through innovation. The thesis that inspires strategy for the blue oceans is the need to un weaken destructive competition between companies if someone wants to be a winner in fu-turo, expanding market horizons and creating value through innovation. Red oceans.
Existing markets. The strategy takes into account two of the most common competitive situations of any type of market: the red and blue oceans. The red oceans represent all the blue oceans. The trading ideas that exist today, while the blue oceans symbolize hitherto unknown, previously unknown business ideas.20 Chapter 1 Common aspects of blue ocean marketing are characterized by the creation of markets in areas that are not exploited today and which create opportunities for
profitable and sustainable long-term growth. There are blue ones that have nothing to do with today's markets, although most of them emerge from red salmon as the boundaries of existing businesses expand. The fundamental fact is that when the blue oceans appear, the competition becomes irrelevant because the rules of the game (product, price, place and promotion) expect to be defined. The principles of the blue ocean are four: 1. Creating new consumer markets. 2. Focus on the
general idea, not the numbers. Go beyond the current demand. Ensure the commercial viability of the blue ocean. Once implemented, the strategy will be ready for implementation; however, the birth of a blue nokcene is not a static process. When a company embarks on such strategies, sooner or later imitators appear on the horizon. Therefore, companies must learn to remain on constant alert through value innovation. Throughout history, business schools have been trained in
competitive marketing. According to the Blue Ocean strategy, everything indicates that lessexite have gone down the path of competition or traditional approach, their strategic thinking is dominated by the idea of overcoming competition. On the contrary, companies in the blue oceans pay little attention to comparison or glare with their competitors and, thanks to innovation in values, seek to make their competitors irrelevant. Emotional Marketing Emotional Marketing. Focus on your book
Experimental Marketing, Bernd H. Schmitt introduces us to a revolutionary-marketing approach whose fundamental marketing goal is called emotional marketing, whose main goal is to create an experience of creating a holistic customer experience through brands that carry aso-holistic in customers. close sensory, affective and creative ideas that tell them about the way of life; In other words, the idea is to create sensory, affective and cognitive-creative experiences, physical and
lifestyle, and social identification experiences with a reference group or culture. Social media is a Twitter phenomenon free of microblogging web app that brings together the benefits of blogging, social media and instant messaging. This new form of communication allows its users to be in real-time contact with Perso- Figure 1.10 Twitter is a web interest application through short text messages called updatesgratuita microblogs, the success of which, for (updates) or tweets (Figure 1.10),
many, lies in its simplicity. Users send and receive updates from other users through short messages not exceeding 140 characters, via the Internet, mobile phone, ins-tanthane messages or via email and even from third-party apps such as Twitterrific, Facebook, Twitterlicious, Twinkle, and many others. In your profile section, you can keep up with both your follow-up (next) and your followers. In addition to finding friends, family, co-workers, or other people in your state, Twitter also
offers other options, such as finding other networks, inviting friends by email, or selecting recommended users. It also allows you to search for news or events to find work, but there are also infi-nity online applications based on Twitter that expand their capabilities and which are compatible with each of the operating systems. New 21 Twitter Marketing was founded in March 2006 by students at Cornell University in New York, Jack Dorsey, Biz Stone, Evan Williams and Noah Glass. The
first three co-founders of the company, which later drifted on Twitter Inc. The Twitter team now consists of 18 people, of whom Jack Dorsey is president as well as co-founder of the company. The rapid growth of Twitter for many lies in its simplicity; Statistics have shown that phenomena such as Myspace or Facebook have suffered a gradual decline during the year of its boom, instead Twitter is positioning itself more and more in all markets, now a communication network that marketers
already consider to market their products. Twitter can be used in marketing because it allows you to quickly connect with a large number of people in a short time; it can be a very useful tool for advertising products or for market research ha-cer. Today, social media is important for communication, especially in youth markets; the growth of these networks is similar to that of the Internet. Other modelsComit practice allows you to offer other successful models, at least in specific cases.
This is how concepts such as Turbo Marketing (speed in the attention market) Turbo marketing were invented. Relates to quick action; The tactic that Turbo Marketing refers to is fast action; markets react quickly to them quickly, and therefore a quick response is required. We may have a long-term long-term strategy, but we also need to have tactics that respond quickly to market changes. Many companies, especially micro and small, can use turbomarketing because they have the
ease of quick change and decision-making without any procedures. All companies can use turbo marketing in their business because basically you know how to do it, but faster and more efficiently. Urban Marketing City Marketing. Marketing is applied in projection, distribution Of Ready Marketing is marketing applied to the project, spread and make more compe- and make cities more competitive. It is a full quality system applied to marketing; all cities that want to project their resources
and qualities, both for their internal and external audiences, use urban marketing to achieve their goals. Relational Marketing or CRM Relational Marketing (CRM). Aims to create, strengthen and maintain relational marketing (CRM) aims to create, strengthen and maintain customer contact individually; You need to be aware of your individual tastes, needs and desires to get ahead of them. Its goal is to identify the most profitable customers to establish a close relationship with them,
allowing you to know their needs and maintain the evolution of the product according to them over time. Side marketing is side marketing. A systematic method that breaks the process of creative marketing is a systematic method in which innovations arise with creative phases or steps, suggesting the person, in other words, is to make intuition more analytical, disrupting the methods of process that allow developcreative in small or steps offering techniques that allow any pro-
ideas.fesional or team to develop a rich stream of ideas. These are a range of methods and new perspectives that bring light, creating real opportunities for companies facing the challenge of change. He adds that it consists of making 22 Chapter 1 the common aspects of a marketing product or service that we market outside its logical context to get us to work on it from a new perspective. Viral marketing. Marine Methods- Viral Marketing that aims to use pre-existing social networks
with viral marketing are marketing techniques that aim to use social networking-learned branding. Pre-existing branded, making a virus like a replica that appears on the screen to share funny ideas and games, ads often form video clips or flash, interactive, images and texts. Marketing of social causesTechnical history of social causes. Marketing social reasons differ from social marketing in that it is responsible for the responsibility of companies with their social, economic environment
and, above all, companies with their environmental environment. Marketing social causes is aimed at helping various foundations social, economic and above all, and/or humanitarian aid associations (NGOs) through money received in ven-environmental. Its products allocates a sum of money to help Huma-nitaro targets, as an example we have rounded, made by the National Association of Self-Service and Department stores (ANTAD) in self-service stores, with di-nero, which collect
equipment from computers to schools; Another example is Telethon, with market social technology reasons many companies spend a portion of selling their product to donate it to this cause, appealing to their customers a sense of community help. Nemo marketing. Marketing Nemo marketing with mnemonic communication. Nemo marketing with mnemonic communication. Real-time marketing. Incorporating real-time marketing into decision-making. Real-time marketing is the inclusion
of a customer in marketing decisions in response to their queries at the same time that they are requested. Action Strategy - After marketing sales. After marketing is a strategic after-sale action. The overall quality system is applied to marketingSim systems of total quality. The system of more and more organizations are focused on customer satisfaction, for this, that it offers more than they require, it is important to implement a system of general quality, the main elements that
consumers expect their haunts are: tastes and needs, and establishesstandars quality. 1. Knowledge and desire to offer more than consumers, this means that the company's goal should be limited not only to the search for current tastes and needs of consumers, but also in anticipation of them. 2. Set standards for all products to have the same quality parameters that there is no difference between the products, so consumers will be sure that all products that carry the brand offer the
same characteristics and quality. The basic basis of the general quality system is to do well from the first and forever, it is an ongoing process adopted by the entire organization, it is a change of attitude that will allow the entire organization to identify the causes that cause errors, integrate new employee revenue into the dynamics of the company, open communication channels vertically and horizontally, allow the new 23areas marketing in the constant struggle to prevail, to better
identify the divisional and overall goals of the company and maintain creativity for continuous improvement. One of the main forerunners of general quality was W. Edwing Deming (1950), who made his first visit to Japan, where with the help of the Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers (JUSE), he gave a series of lectures to senior managers of Japanese companies, exposing the need to use general quality methods. Deming's approach has taught the Japanese that the use of
such statistical methods is to pre-set the flaws without stopping them or focusing on the concept: to create permanence in a modest purpose in the product and in the company. In addition to Deming, there are other quality assurance methods shown by other important au-tores: Juran. He is also a pioneer in teaching Japanese how to improve quality and believe in the commitment of senior management to support the entire organization to raise quality standards by promoting quality
circles. Crosby believes that: while there is a commitment to management and em-pleado, great strides can be made in improving quality. He also mentions that the cost of low quality should include all the things that are involved without doing the job the first time. Ishikawa notes that Japanese quality control is a revolution in ge-rencia thinking and defines it as: in practice, quality control is about the design, design, production and maintenance of product quality. Make it the most
economical, most useful and ever satisfactory for the user; This author's method is the one that most identifies with the philosophy of marketing. Concern for international quality is reflected in the development and application of international quality standards, the Japanese, European and Americans have developed their own quality standard, the most representative of which is: Industrial standard JapanThe Japanese have developed a specification for total quality management (TMD),
which is published in Japan as industry standard No.8101-1981. This es-tandar states that: effective quality control exercise requires the cooperation of all the people of the company, includes senior management, managers, executives and employees from all areas of corporate activity such as market research, research and development, design in product planning, preparation for production, procurement, sales management, manufacturing, inspection, sales and follow-up services, as
well as financial control, personnel management, training and education. The European standard ISO-9000European community (EC) has developed quality standards called ISO-9000, 9001, 9002,9003, 9004. The EU standards focus on establishing quality control procedures for companies that have business dealings with the EU. Several factors make the isO-9000 series so globally accepted, Mexico is a country where these standards are applied to support product quality,
certification allows companies to conduct reliable business in unpa'is with suppliers or distributors anywhere in the world. Official Mexican standards are Mexican official standards. Mandatory technical requirements, which are the Mexican Official Standards (NOM) are the technical regulations of the minimum deregulation requirements issued by the competent units. quality of products and services. Mexican Standards (NMX) are standards developed by a national body or the Federation
of Economics and are designed to set minimum requirements for the quality of goods and services. Its application is voluntary, with ex-cepci'n of the following cases:24 Chapter 1 Common Aspects of Marketing - When people show that their products, processes or services correspond to them. - as for goods or services that are purchased, rented or contracted for units or entida- des federal public administration. In Mexico each year, companies large, medium or small that stand out in
improving the quality of the award.1.1 Muebles Finos Caribbean Distribution Department will be responsible for a group of people associated with the industry will be responsible for choosing the best route so that furniture decided to collect their efforts and furniture resources for the end consumer. To do this, it is used to create its own business based on the production of sales agents, whose job is to facilitate the collection of furniture. This group consists of furniture for the
aforementioned retailers, a technical manufacturer, a person, A general organization, market research manager of a prestigious furniture designer, one person will provide management with all con-business information with extensive experience in managing cerniente to a potential market that is designed to transfer financial resources, and another towards measure-down, to the specifications of the types of furniture appliances of the famous mu-organization, which must be
manufactured according to the needs of the losers. consumers and, in general, the most appropriate sales system for the organization. The capital of this business they plan to cover as follows: half will be provided by the technical manufacturer will take care of their development equally, and the other half will receive the development of the product tamento and its function through the sale of shares and for the credits that it must oversee the development of each furniture product for
purchase. The organization was resolved with quality control specifications to call it Saa. Muebles Finos Caribbean and they plan ini- Also each line of furniture will be assigned small-scale operations, perhaps no more specific brand, which manages to identify them in 100 employees in the approximate factory-market.te 2000 m2. The founders appointed geren-This group agreed to produce excellent marketing furniture to work on the problem of offices, houses, hotels and furniture price
service clubs, due to various. Most of the expected sales are introductory items, and will also be made in retail establishments planning the best advertising campaign and on-demand department stores and other market penetration by home furniture distributors. Hotels and clubs will be managed directly. Answer the following questions: Marketing management will be in charge of one. Identify the overall goals and specifics of sales strategy planning, determine that it is aimed at achieving
organización.do goals and actions to be followed in distribution, advertising, and research of 2 departments. What market needs can meet markets and product development. Liqueur? 3. Which segment of the market is focused on the pipeline? Training 251. Make a conceptual map of the theme with mx); Compare market offers based on the one that appears as an example in both virtual stores, to identify the differences. and expose them in class. 4. Check your CD for 106 facts that
you describe2. Solve 17 questions on your CD as marketing has evolved (arch-like they will help you establish a revised vo Evolution.pdf concept) and determine which 10 in this chapter. most important to your country.3. Visit the Coppel (www.coppel.com) and Free Market websites (www.mercadolibre.com.2cap Marketing Administration1 Knowing the role of the administration and its attitude to marketing.2 Know the different types of planning used in marketing.3 Apply other stages of
the administrative process (orga-nization, direction and control) in marketing.28 Chapter 2 Marketing Administration1 Marketing AdministrationD in recent decades, the development of research have contributed greatly to the growth of new companies to the conversion and distribution of satisfactory (goods) services). In addition to the foregoing, it is the rapid population growth that has led to the emergence of various activities in companies and an increasingly complete division of labor.
In order to ensure that this complexity does not generate uncontrollability in companies, methods, systems, methods and procedures have been designed to properly and profitably manage all the elemen-toks that make up them. The administration of the company includes activities that must be carried out effectively and effectively, to ensure that their goals are achieved and achieved. The administration is clear. The administration's design process process is designed and maintained
an environment in which individuals and maintain an environment in which duos work in groups to effectively achieve specific goals.11 Individuals work as a group in today's world, companies must rely on market tools to achieve specific goals. to achieve their sales, market share and return on investment goals, and to achieve full customer satisfaction by meeting their expectations and establishing social benefits. The administration of the company and its products should be considered
not only as a source of goods and services, but also as the management of an organization that provides valuable satisfaction and is able to attract new and more customers. For a company to achieve the benefits that marketing provides, it must manage and coordinate marketing activities. Marketing management. Marketing management, then the planning process, the org-planning process, the organization, direction and control efforts to achieve exchanges, direction and control over
the desired es:objective cado organization. quantitative or general transactions by function, cost, historical, institutional and articles (see table 2.1). Table 2.1 Approaches to Exploring Marketing Administration When determining when the total volume of transactions is a marketing application for administrativeS with later functions such as decision-making methods (linear programming, computer use, and simulators). It focuses on managing marketing in accordance with the activities and
functions that are performed to achieve the company's goals. Costs of particular interest are interested in marketing costs; comparisons, influences and decisions are made on this basis. The quantitative indicators are used, in particular measures corresponding to monetary expenditures. Historical analyzes trends and marketing developments in its institutional environment and evaluates the causes of change. According to the item it is considered from the point of view of a marketing
institution, i.e. manufacturer, wholesaler or seller. Consider marketing according to the activities associated with good or service that occurs.1 Koontz, Administration: Global Perspective, page 6. Marketing Planning 29 Then, as we have mentioned, we view marketing administration as a process of analyzing opportunities, selecting goals, developing a strategy, planning and execution and monitoring of commercial activities; depending on the level, price and nature of the demand, so as
to help the company achieve its goals. The marketing administration will be studied in accordance with the following steps: Marketing planning. Marketing organization. Marketing direction. Marketing control. Marketing Planning 2 Marketing Planning is about determining what to do, marketing planning, when and how it will be done, and who will perform it. Planning involves determining what, when and how to choose a mission, goals and actions to accomplish them requires action, as
well as decision-making, i.e. future actions. who will perform it. The concept of planning was not new, but the growing importance of cadotechnics had led to greater recognition of the value of formal and organized planning. Formal marketing planning is one of the most effective risk reduction tools. Any success of management in increasing the profits from marketing operations largely depends on marketing planning (Figure 2.1). If a company does not have a plan, it will not know what
needs to be done, how to do it when or the person in charge of the activity. Encourages systematic marketing management thinking to encourage greater participation of the Benefits of Help in Coordinating Managers, by interconnecting planning better activities Responsibilities like the marketing company change company projects and the scenario in which they unfold Evita events East surprise organization about what goals, company activities policies and strategies to implementFigure
2.1 Benefits of Marketing Planning. When a marketing administration formulates its goals through careful planning, it can identify the elements that will be needed to achieve them; that is, management can assess what elements are important and necessary in manufacturing, financing, personnel, advertising, distribution and sales to achieve this goal. In this way, planning will lead to a relationship between means and goals. Marketing plan. Document marketing planning becomes a
systematic process that includes strategies and strategies to explore the company's capabilities and resources; Setting the objectives of the activities to be implemented and strategies; and developing a plan to implement it, as well as to achieve process control goals. A marketing plan is a document or program detailing the company.30 Chapter 2 Marketing Administration strategy and activities that must be undertaken to achieve the company's goals; can be seen as an ongoing
process. Marketing plans must indicate expected results so that the company knows in advance what its situation will be at the end of the planned period. They also detail the necessary resources for the planned activities so that a budget can be developed. In addition, they should best describe the work in order to hold it responsible; Finally, marketing plans will require constant monitoring of activities and results for proper monitoring. Many questions arise in connection with market
planning: at what stages are enterprises and marketing planning systems developing, what is the nature and content of the marketing plan, what is the theory of good marketing planning? We have to look at these issues. Business planning is a relatively new process in the corporate world, businesses seem to go through four stages on their way to complex planning. Companies see each other at one of these stages. Unth scheduled phase When the business starts, your managers are
so busy trying to find tools, clien-tes, equipment and materials, they don't have time to do proper planning. Management is completely uncoordly in day-to-day operations necessary for survival. Thus, there are no planning staff and very little time to plan; A lot micro, small and medium-sized people are in this situation because their immediate task is to find the resources to buy in the market. At the budget stage, management recognizes the need to develop and implement a budget
system that can facilitate the orderly financing of the company's growth. Management estimates total sales for the next year, as well as production costs and administrative costs, as well as cash flow associated with this type of sales. Each head of the department prepares a budget to manage the work of the department next year. These budgets are mostly financial and do not require real business planning. Budgets should not be confused with plans. Planning from top to bottom. The
annual planning management phase sets goals and plans at all levels plus management finally focuses on planning, which is usually annually. For carrybajos. of this plan, it takes one of three main approaches: Theory X. It claims to be EM-1. Top-down planning should be directed as they are called top-down planning because senior management points goalsdis the taste of work and flexible work and plans for all lower levels, this model is taken from the organization. where officers
prepare plans and are executed by troops (Figure 2.2). In commercial organizations, this refers to the X theory, which keeps employees' plans bottom-up. they do not like work and responsibility and therefore prefer to be directed. The organization's units prepare their goals and plans for ba-2. Bottom-up planning is at best called bottom-up planning because of different organizational management units. Prepare your goals and plans based on the best that they can think of, the best
marketing planning 31 they can achieve, and therefore send them to the approval of senior management. This theory Y. He argues that the em style is based on the Y theory, about human nature. According to this theory, pleados like work and employees love work and responsibilities and therefore more creative responsibilities, and more creative and take on challenges if they are involved in the planning and management of the company. you take challenges when you stand in
planning3. Goals down, plans up Goals down, plans up. When it comes to the goals below, plans are up, senior management takes a senior management assigns a broad view of the company's capabilities and requirements and assigns annual and developed divisions of corporate goals for the year. plans to achieve them, which Become a plan The various divisions of the company are responsible for developing plans that the annual employee will help the company achieve these goals.
These plans, when approved by senior management, will become an official annual plan. A typical example in many companies is presented in Table 2.2.Table 2.2 Annual Planning Process August Financial Process - The Beginning of the Annual Planning Plan. Senior management receives market research reports and sends a policy letter listing a large total number of sales and usage targets. September and October - Product planning managers develop general marketing plans,
consultations with sales managers and marketing director. Mid-October - The marketing director reviews and approves the plans and submits them to the general manager for final approval. The sales manager in this area works with his regional management and sales departments to develop sales plans in this area. Fourth week of October - The Comptroller prepares an operational budget. Early November - Operational Budget is submitted to senior management in Figure 2.2 Planning
Model for approval. was taken from military organizations. Therefore, three months after the start of the planning process, a complete and unsettled plan is ready for operation. Annual planning systems can take several years before they work successfully. Initially, some managers will resist drawing up plans for their activities, which may be related to: - Not wanting to commit to goals and strategies in a rapidly changing environment. Indignation about the absorbing nature of preparing
plans when they should do more important things. Think of planning as something that satisfies a high level of management rather than a personal tool to improve business development. Therefore, senior management should seriously consider the need for an effective strategy to integrate a planning culture into an organization.32 Chapter 2 Marketing Management needs a plan plan and plan to sell employees the benefits of pla-tion. The first requirement is that the manager is
convinced of the benefits of planning. This way you will see that all your department managers are fulfilling their planning responsibilities. Directors should be encouraged to discuss the pros and cons of formal planning. The following arguments can be used in favor of pla-tion: It encourages management to think systematically in advance. Helps better coordinate the company's efforts. Figure 2.3 Boards make adoption easier because of this - Help in the development of unpacking
executive standards may know the ideas that others have. viment. Allows companies to hone their goals and leadership policies.- Promotes better preparation for sudden changes. To facilitate the adoption of planning, the executive body in this area needs to meet with other departments to learn about the planning system (Figure 2.3). Develop a planning methodology and test it with other colleagues until you're ready to implement it in bulk. Once you've approved the design and
planning schedule, you should help others gather information and plan for it. Initial plans should be short and practical. Over the years, some more desirable formats will be developed in accordance with the phase at which managers will be more willing to participate in more complex planning. Strategic planning At this stage, the company's planning system is going through several developments to improve its overall efficiency. The most important change is the implementation of long-
term planning. Management concludes that annual plans are only useful in the context of a long-term plan; so it has to come first. For example, company managers develop a five-year strategic plan at the beginning of the year and an annual work plan at the end of the year. This plan is reviewed every year; this is because the environment is changing rapidly and requires long-term consideration. Five-year selection as an arbitrary planning horizon. Some brand managers in Germany are
preparing a three-year plan. The company's executives prepare interim and long-term plans, as well as an annual plan. Unejecutive from this company describes it as something that constantly works on the basis of pla-tion. This means that a plan is developed or revised every day of the year. Plans are beginning to take on a more strategic character. When a company starts using planning, the documents are relatively simple. They are loaded with statistics and concrete and short
practical actions in the strategy. Clear wording layers are sometimes sought in vain. In more advanced planning systems, plan formats are designed to fit into the strategy section. As the company gains experience in planning, efforts are being made to standardize the plan for matos so that senior management can make more valid comparisons with other units. It is very important that plans for various comparable units, such as units, follow the same or similar format that allows intelligent
comparisonTech marketing planning 33 senior management. As the management culture has taken root in the company, other improvements are invading. Managers receive more training in the use of financial analysis and are required to justify their claims not by sales volume, but by contribution margin, cash flow and return on investment. The software is designed to help product managers explore the impact of various alternative marketing plans and some real estate considerations
about sales and profits. Therefore, in addition to the main plans, they are asked to develop reconciliation plans indicating how they will respond to the unexpected or unworkable (the topic of strategic planning will be widely addressed in Chapter 13). Some plans that require strong marketing efforts and resources: product, advertising plan, market plan and product market plan that, individually, should describe goals, strategies and tactics to follow; and its development is carried out by the
manager of the processing area, who is responsible for the activities that are carried out. Marketing planning phases In marketing planning consists of different stages:1. Analyzing the company's situation (diagnosis) This analysis is also called the company's diagnostics and consists of studying the company's diagnostics. Analy taking into account the internal and external factors of the organization. The internal factors of internal and external factors that are considered are various
functional areas, such as finance, manufacturing, override company.human courses, procurement, consumables, computer science and general management, as they are all interconnected with marketing, product development, pricing, distribution channels and advertising programs; external factors are competition, consumers, the social, economic, political system, government regulations and existing national and international markets, etc., in order for a company to obtain information
about these markets to assist in decision-making, it must develop a system of market information2. Marketing Forecasts As part of marketing planning, sales forecasting is extremely important because it is the backbone of all the company's budgets and operations. Typically, a sales forecast can be made after a company has determined which of its current market and/or sales potential; however, many companies indirectly start planning the market with a sales forecast. So, the sales
forecast. Sales estimate Estimate sales, in pesos or physical units, for the period of sales in money or units, specific, with the proposed marketing plan and in accordance with the intended series of forces over a period, with the internal and external economy of the company. It is important to note that the sales forecast is influenced by the company's sales and external marketing empresa.ma proposed by the company, and a number of external factors. It should also be emphasized that
the sales forecast is not an ideal low-budget estimate, but a calculation of sales potential, so it depends on the company's default goals and strategies. When the forecast is ready, it becomes a benchmark for the entire operating planning of the company. Financial planning is based on expected or expected sales to calculate production resources and opportunities to determine labour needs, raw materials purchases, company expansion and other needs. In general, the period used to
forecast sales is one year, although many companies do so within three or six months; annual forecasts can be monthly or quarterly. Sales forecasts match mercadotecnia laura fischer 5ta edicion pdf gratis
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